
Frequently Asked Questions for Station Leaders

Station scenarios (story of the game to make it realistic) are a
suggestion. You may alter the scenario to fit your needs. Our goal is for
the Cubs to have fun and that’s what we ask of you. Therefore, how to

score is up to you! You may play just for fun and not have a winner of a station.

The wagon that comes to you is not always clear of their rank. No matter how many Cubs of
one rank are on the wagon, it is considered the rank of the highest Scout. For example, a
wagon comes to your station and says they are Wolves. In actuality, they have 5 Wolves
and 1 Webelos. That makes them a Webelos wagon.

The score sheets may be adapted anyway you’d like. You may use what’s in the column or
write your own ideas. You may score each rank with the top 3 places. This means that you
will have 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place for Lions, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place for Tigers, etc. You may also
score the top 3 overall if you would prefer. This means that you can just award one of each
1st, 2nd, and 3rd for your station. You can also choose to do both if you would like.

Wagons are assigned to be in certain areas at specific times. This gives everyone a chance
to participate at every station. Please remind wagons when and where they are supposed
to be.

If you notice a wagon that deserves a special award, we have provided you with a special
award card that needs to be handed in by 1pm. It is included in your Station Leaders
packet. Please remember that we have more special award cards available with our camp
staff at Hamilton Lodge or Buck Hill Shelter. One of our volunteer Boy Scouts will be happy
to hand it in for you. Special awards turned in after 1pm might not be able to be awarded.

We can not have a tie for any of the events. We must only
have a first place, second place and third place. If you have
two wagons that are close or equal in score, decide which one
is first or second by using other criteria. You could use team
spirit, best cheer, most colorful wagon, etc. Please use your
judgment.

If your question has not been answered here, please don’t
hesitate to come ask us!


